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Introduction
With the increasing prevalence of autism [1], it is important 

to identify if the over-the-counter (OTC) melatonin use for sleep 
disorders in autistic children is safe and effective. The Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported that just 
from the year 2000 to 2012 there has been an increase in the 
prevalence of autism spectrum disorders (ASDs), from 1 out of 
every 150 children to 1 out of every 68 children, respectively 
[2]. According to Merriam-Webster’s medical definition, autism 
is defined as “a developmental disorder that appears by age 
three and that is variable in expression but is recognized and 
diagnosed by impairment of the ability to form normal social 
relationships, by impairment of the ability to communicate 
with others, and by stereotyped behavior patterns especially 
as exhibited by a preoccupation with repetitive activities of 
restricted focus rather than with flexible and imaginative ones” 
[3]. Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is defined by Merriam 
Webster as “any of a group of developmental disorders 
marked by impairments in the ability to communicate and 
interact socially and by the presence of repetitive behaviors or 
restricted interests” [4]. ASDs are comprised of three subgroups:  

 
autistic disorder (AD), Asperger syndrome (AS), and pervasive 
developmental disorder-not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS) 
[5]. ASDs are considered neurodevelopmental disorders largely 
stemming from genetic mutations, however the exact etiology is 
not currently known [5].

 In autistic children, the circadian rhythm is disrupted due 
to low melatonin levels or due to unknown reasons. Behavioral 
agitation can result from the disruption and lack of sleep. It 
is reported that 44% to 83% of children with autism have 
difficulty with insomnia [1], as well as other sleep disturbances. 
Common difficulties with autistic children in their sleep habits 
are difficulties in settling down at bedtime with delays in sleep 
onset (sleep latency), in having a short sleep duration, and in 
experiencing frequent, extended night wakening’s [6]. There are 
no FDA-approved medications for children with insomnia [1]. 
Since autistic children tend to have a high rate of insomnia and 
other sleep disturbances, an easy solution to help alleviate their 
sleep difficulties is needed. When non-autistic children have 
disrupted sleep for long periods of time, their mood, mental 
and physical health, coordination, memory, attention span, and 
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rate of learning decline [7]. Those same declines are also seen 
in autistic children suffering from chronic sleep disturbances 
[8-10]. Since melatonin use in non-autistic children has proven 
effective for sleep difficulties, it could be a possibility for autistic 
children as well. This literature review aims to cast helpful 
insight for caregivers and physicians concerning the safe and 
effective use of over-the-counter melatonin in autistic children 
for sleep disturbance relief.

Melatonin (N-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine) is a natural 
neurohormone that can cross membrane barriers easily and 
that affects the regulation of the circadian sleep-wake rhythm 
within the body [7]. Due to its ease of crossing membrane 
barriers, melatonin can inhibit neuronal excitability within the 
central nervous system [7]. Melatonin’s plasmatic concentration 
“follows a circadian rhythm, with low levels during the day 
and high levels at night” [11]. Once night falls, melatonin levels 
increase rapidly then peak in the middle of the night; by dawn, 
the levels have decreased to lower concentrations [6]. Melatonin 
is synthesized from L-tryptophan through several metabolic 
intermediates, one of which is serotonin [12]. “[Endogenous] 
melatonin is of interest in autism spectrum disorder (ASD) due 
to its apparent role in neurodevelopment and reports of sleep-
wake rhythm disturbances in individuals with autism. More 
specifically, reduced total sleep and longer sleep latency as well 
as nocturnal and early morning awakenings, are often reported 
for individuals with ASD” [11].

One researcher hypothesized that a genetic mutation within 
the melatonin synthesis pathway could cause low melatonin 
and high serotonin levels in autistic individuals; therefore, this 
decrease in melatonin could cause abnormal sleep/wake cycles 
in individuals with ASD [13]. Thus, using exogenous melatonin 
therapy could be beneficial to correct the abnormality. Over-
the-counter melatonin is often used for sleep disturbances 
in children without autism due to its low side effects, budget 
friendly cost, ease to locate, and relative effectiveness [12]. 
Several small studies have been conducted and have reported 
findings of positive relief in sleep disturbances in autistic 
children while taking melatonin. However, there is a wide range 
of dosage strengths being used. This literature review aims to 
compare the findings of the studies found and clearly show the 
doses of melatonin that are safe and effective for children with 
ASD.

Methods
For this literature review, PubMed, International 

Pharmaceutical Abstracts (IPA), Google Scholar, and Samford 
University Library Online were used to search for and obtain 
articles for this research. For this review, studies published in 
English within the time frame of January 2000 to August 2017 
were searched. Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms used were 
“melatonin,” “children sleep,” “autism,” and “autism spectrum 
disorder.” The IPA basic search term used was “melatonin use 
in autism sleep disorders.” Filters used in the search were 

“English,” “humans,” and “clinical trial.” The filter “clinical trial” 
had to be discontinued due to low volume of studies. Six studies 
were originally revealed; however, one of them was discarded 
due to only one autistic child being enrolled in the study. Studies 
considered were only for children who were autistic and had 
sleep disturbances. No Institutional Review Board (IRB) was 
needed. 

Results
Garstang et al. [6] conducted a randomized, placebo-

controlled, crossover trial that consisted of eleven autistic 
children ranging from 4 to 16 years old with significant sleep 
problems (identified as sleep latency of one or more hours, four 
or more nights a week, or night awakenings requiring attention 
by caregivers at least four nights a week, both causing distress 
to child and/or caregiver) [6]. The trial used 5mg of immediate-
release melatonin verse placebo. Each child took each medication 
for four weeks with a one week washout period between each 
treatment period [6]. The primary end points studied were sleep 
latency, number of nights wakening’s, and total sleep time. The 
mean and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated for 
these three end points. Seven of the eleven children completed 
the trial; however, none of the children dropped out because 
of adverse effects. There was a drug recall due to the finding of 
some of the placebo capsules being empty, which caused two 
of the eleven children to drop out. Two other children dropped 
out for other reasons not related to the study. Results showed 
that sleep latency decreased with melatonin over placebo and 
baseline [1.06hr (95% CI 0.98-1.13), 1.91hr (95% CI 1.78-2.03), 
2.60hr (95% CI 2.28-2.93), respectively] [6].

Night wakening’s were decreased with melatonin over 
placebo and baseline [0.08 (95% CI 0.04-0.12), 0.26 (95% CI 
0.20-0.34), 0.35 (95% CI 0.18-0.53), respectively] [6]. Total sleep 
duration increased with melatonin over placebo and baseline 
[9.84hr (95% CI 9.68-9.99), 8.75hr (95% CI 8.56-8.98), 8.05hr 
(95% CI 7.65-8.44), respectively] [6]. Parents reported that 
their child was “easier to manage” while taking melatonin; and, 
therefore, the parents requested to have their child continue 
taking melatonin after the study was completed [6]. Garstang 
and Wallis concluded that immediate-release melatonin given 
at 5mg reduced sleep latency and night wakening’s, as well as 
increased total sleep time.

Wright et al. [8] conducted a randomized, double-blinded, 
crossover trial that consisted of twenty autistic children, ages 4 to 
16 years old, who were not responsive to behavior management 
alone for sleep disturbances (excessive sleep latency, excessive 
night wakening’s, and reduced total sleep duration) [8]. Sixteen 
of those children completed the study. None of the four children 
who withdrew did so due to adverse effects. The trial involved 
three months of placebo and three months of melatonin with a 
one month wash out period in between. The immediate-release 
melatonin dose was started at 2mg and could be increased 
by 2mg every three days by the parent, if needed, to reach 
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“good sleep” (an improvement of 50% or better according to 
information given in their study packet), up to a maximum dose 
of 10mg [8]. The primary endpoints studied were sleep latency, 
total sleep time, and number of nights wakening’s. 

The results of the study showed that there was a statistically 
significant decrease in sleep latency with melatonin use over 
baseline (82.84min vs 135.00min, respectively) and over 
placebo (124.79min) with a p-value of 0.004 for both [8]. The 
results also showed that melatonin use provided statistically 

significant longer sleep times over baseline and placebo (9.27hrs 
vs 8.33hrs and 8.46hrs, respectively) with a p-value of 0.002 
[8]. However, with a p-value of 0.209, there was no statistically 
significant difference in night wakening’s among the two arms 
compared to placebo [8]. Of the sixteen children who completed 
the study, twelve ended up taking the maximum dose of 10mg 
on the placebo arm compared to only six children who reached 
10mg on the melatonin arm [8]. The average dose of melatonin 
taken by the children on the melatonin arm was 7mg.

Table 1: Summary of Studies.

Study Number of 
Participants Age Range Inclusion/ Exclu-

sion Criteria
Formulation and 

Dose of Melatonin Results

Garstang et al. [6] 
Randomized pla-
cebo- controlled 
crossover trial 9 

week trial

n=7 completed 4-16 years old

Inclusion: diag-
nosed with ASD, 
sleep difficulties 

Exclusion: previous 
melatonin use

5mg oral capsules

95% CI
Baseline: 2.28-2.93hrs sleep latency; 0.18-

0.53 night wakenings per night; 7.65-8.44hrs 
total sleep

Placebo: 1.78-2.03hrs sleep latency; 0.20-
0.34 night wakenings per night; 8.56-8.98hrs 

total sleep
Melatonin: 0.98-1.13hrs sleep latency; 

0.04-0.12 wakenings per night; 9.68-9.99hrs 
total sleep

Wright et al. [11] 
Randomized pla-
cebo- controlled 
crossover trial 7 

month trial

n=16 com-
pleted 4-16 years old

Inclusion: diag-
nosed with ASD 

with serious sleep 
problems 

Exclusion: previ-
ous/current use of 
melatonin, current 

psychotropic 
medicine, and other 
developmental/neu-
rological disorders

2mg oral capsules 
then increased by 

2mg every 3 days if 
needed up to 10mg 

max

Baseline: 135.0 mins sleep latency; 0.5 night 
wakings; 8.33hrs total sleep 

Placebo: 124.79 mins sleep latency; 0.58 
night wakenings; 8.46hrs total sleep

Melatonin: 82.84 mins sleep latency; 0.43 
night wakenings; 9.27hrs total sleep

Test statistics (DF), p-value of Melatonin 
vs Placebo: t (15) =3.394, p=0.004 

sleep latency (mins)
t (15) =1.313, p=0.209

night wakenings
t (15) =3.75, p=0.002

total sleep (mins)

Cortesi et al. [12] 
Randomized pla-
cebo- controlled 
clinical trial 12 

week trial

n=134 complet-
ed 4-10 years old

Inclusion: diag-
nosed with ASD, 

mixed sleep onset 
and maintenance 

insomnia 
Exclusion: obesity, 
breathing distur-

bances during 
sleep, periodic 

limb movement 
disorders, children 
with psychotherapy 
or other behavioral 
interventions, and 

concurrent medica-
tions for less than 6 

months

3mg controlled-re-
lease capsules

Baseline: CSHQ score 2.88 for sleep latency 
for combination; CSHQ score 2.90 for sleep 

latency for placebo; CSHQ score 2.85 for 
sleep latency for melatonin; CSHQ score 

7.61 night wakenings for combination; CSHQ 
score 7.76 night wakenings for placebo; 

CSHQ score 7.67 night wakenings for mela-
tonin; CSHQ score 7.34 for total sleep dura-
tion for combination; CSHQ score 6.46 for 

total sleep duration for placebo; CSHQ score 
7.17 for total sleep duration for melatonin 

12-Week: CSHQ score 1.69 for sleep latency 
for combination; CSHQ score 2.93 for sleep 

latency for placebo; CSHQ score 2.10 for 
sleep latency for melatonin; CSHQ score 

4.42 night wakenings for combination; CSHQ 
score 7.86 night wakenings for placebo; 

CSHQ score 5.03 night wakenings for mela-
tonin; CSHQ score 4.38 for total sleep dura-
tion for combination; CSHQ score 6.40 for 

total sleep duration for placebo; CSHQ score 
4.82 for total sleep duration for melatonin

Baseline to 12-week assessment   p < 0.001 
for sleep latency, total sleep duration, and 

night wakenings
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Giannotti et al. 
[13] Open label 

trial 
24 month trial

n=20 com-
pleted

2.6-9.1 years 
old

Inclusion: diag-
nosed with ASD, 
sleep disorders

Exclusion: other 
developmental/ 
neurological dis-

orders, concurrent 
medications less 

than 6 months

3mg controlled-re-
lease capsules then if 
needed 1mg imme-

diate-release capsule 
(max 4mg in <4yr old 

and max 6mg >4yr 
old of immediate-re-

lease)

Baseline: CSHQ score 2.4 for sleep latency; 
CSHQ score 6.5 for night wakenings; CSHQ 

score 6.8 for sleep duration 
6-Month: CSHQ score 1.2 for sleep latency; 
CSHQ score 3.6 for night wakenings; CSHQ 

score 3.9 for sleep duration 
Rm-Ancova results:

F (4.76) =30.4, p<0.001 for sleep latency
F (4.76) =43.8, p<0.001 for night wakenings
F (4.76) =48.9, p<0.001 for sleep duration

Malow et al. [15] 
Open label trial 

14 week trial

n=24 com-
pleted 4-9 years old

Inclusion: diag-
nosed with ASD, 

sleep onset delays 
Exclusion: children 

on psychotropic 
medicines, other de-
velopmental/ neuro-

logical disorders

1mg (4mL) liquid 
for 3wks; increased 

to 3mg(12mL) if 
needed; increased to 

6mg(24mL) if needed

Baseline: 38.2 mins for sleep latency; 
End of Study: 22.5 mins for sleep latency

p < 0.0001 for sleep latency

Wright et al summarized that whether taking lower dose 
or higher dose of melatonin, the results were similar, meaning 
that the children on the melatonin arm acquired significantly 
reduced sleep latency and acquired significantly increased total 
sleep time with no severe adverse effects at doses ranging from 
2mg to 10mg. Three side effects did present more frequently in 
the melatonin arm than in the placebo arm. Those side effects 
were diarrhea, reduced alertness/daytime drowsiness, and 
reduced appetite [8]. They were all mild in nature and did not 
cause any drop outs.

Cortesi et al. [9] conducted a double-blinded, randomized, 
placebo-controlled trial that investigated the differences 
of effectiveness among the treatment arms of melatonin 
monotherapy, melatonin plus cognitive behavioral therapy, 
cognitive behavioral therapy alone, and placebo. Melatonin 
monotherapy and melatonin combined with cognitive behavioral 
therapy showed the most effectiveness. One hundred and forty-
six autistic children with sleep difficulties (defined as mixed 
sleep onset and maintenance insomnia) ages ranging from 4 to 
10 years old participated in this trial; however, only one hundred 
and thirty-four were suitable for analysis due to drop outs from 
non-compliance, difficulties in administering medication, and 
lack of improvement [9]. The primary outcomes studies were 
the differences between the mean change from baseline to end 
of study between the different groups studied. The children 
assigned to the groups with cognitive behavioral therapy 
underwent four weekly meetings that lasted 50 minutes each 
along with their caregiver. Within these meetings, the therapist 
aimed to change any “dysfunctional beliefs and attitudes about 
sleep” that the child and/or caregiver had and to focus on 
educating the caregiver and child on proper sleep habits and 
behaviors [9]. Children assigned to the melatonin groups were 
given a 3mg dose of controlled-released melatonin administered 
around 9pm each night for 12 weeks with no dose adjustments 
permitted [9].

The results showed improvement in sleep latency, total sleep 
time, and number of nights wakening’s. Results for sleep latency 
for the melatonin alone group and the combination group of 

melatonin and cognitive behavioral therapy showed a p-value of 
0.001 with a 95% CI from baseline to the end of the 12-week study 
[9]. Cortesi et al. [10] also stated that the results showed that 
the combination of melatonin and cognitive behavioral therapy 
proved the most effective with maintaining sleep (combination 
mean baseline to mean 12-week endpoint 6.90 to 8.41hrs vs 
melatonin alone 6.84 to 8.02hrs vs cognitive behavioral therapy 
alone 6.80 to 7.42hrs vs placebo 6.88 to 6.94hrs, respectively) 
and with reducing insomnia [12]. This study proved that having 
good sleep hygiene/sleep habits are beneficial to the child’s well-
being [12]. Cortesi et al. [10] also summarized from the findings 
of the study that melatonin alone was more effective than 
cognitive behavioral therapy alone with improving sleep onset, 
night wakening’s, and sleep duration (Table 1) [9]. Furthermore, 
all treatment options proved more effective than placebo, and no 
adverse effects were reported. Cortesi et al. [10] believed that the 
three treatment options (combination of cognitive behavioral 
therapy and 3mg of melatonin, 3mg of melatonin alone, and 
cognitive behavioral therapy alone) could be recommended for 
help in autistic children with sleep disturbances. 

Giannotti et al. [10] an open label study of autistic children with 
sleep disorders being treated with melatonin, used controlled-
release melatonin as well as immediate-release melatonin. 
Twenty-nine children were enrolled in this two-year study with 
twenty of those children, ages ranging from 2.6 to 9.1 years old, 
completing it. The study compared the Children Sleep Habits 
Questionnaire (CSHQ) scores in order to gain understanding if 
the melatonin was having any effect upon the primary endpoints 
of sleep latency, sleep duration, and night wakening’s, along 
with other endpoints of sleep anxiety, parasomnias, and daytime 
sleepiness (the latter three are not discussed in this review). 
A Children Sleep Habits Questionnaire is comprised of a “45-
item, parent-rated questionnaire that assesses the frequency of 
behaviors associated with common pediatric sleep difficulties” 
[14]. The questionnaire instructs parents to “rate the frequency 
with which their child has displayed various sleep behaviors 
during the previous week” [14]. These ratings are then combined 
to generate eight subscales that correspond to common sleep 
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problems in children: bedtime resistance, sleep onset delay, 
sleep duration, sleep anxiety, night wakening’s, parasomnias, 
sleep disordered breathing, and daytime sleepiness [14]. The 
lower the CSHQ score, the less disturbed the child’s sleep was. 

The first 6 months of Giannotti et al. [9] study used melatonin 
consistently, then all participants discontinued the melatonin for 
a month. If needed after the 7 months, the melatonin was re-
administered until the end of the 24 month study. All participants 
were evaluated at baseline, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, 7 
months (1 month after discontinuation), 12 months, and 24 
months. To enroll, the autistic children had to be experiencing 
sleep onset insomnia, night wakening’s, and/or early morning 
awakenings [10]. Each child was given 3mg of controlled-release 
melatonin taken 30-40 minutes before desired bedtime for 5 
days; then, after the 5 days, the time of administration of the 
3mg of melatonin was set at 8 pm [10]. If needed, doses could 
be adjusted by the physician upward or downward at the follow-
up clinics. Sometimes an additional 1mg fast-release melatonin 
was given at bedtime, if deemed necessary, to help with frequent 
night wakening’s and/or persistent sleep onset delay. This fast-
release melatonin dose could be increased to 2mg if the child 
was waking up for more than 15 minutes during the night [13]. 
The fast-release dose was increased to a maximum of 4mg for 
children under 4 years old and a maximum of 6mg for children 
over 4 years old [10]. At follow-up visits, two of the children were 
given behavioral therapy to help with their bedtime routine (the 
caregiver was given instructions concerning better sleep routine 
habits for their child). 

At the completion of the melatonin phase (6 months), the 
results from this study showed a statistically significant decrease 
in sleep onset delay (baseline score 2.4 vs 6 month score 1.2, p < 
0.001) and in the number of night wakening’s (baseline score 6.5 
vs 6 month score 3.6, p < 0.001) with the use of melatonin [10]. 
Results also showed that sleep duration increased statistically 
significantly with the use of melatonin (baseline score 6.8 vs 
6 month score 3.9, p < 0.001) [10]. No adverse effects were 
reported. For those who remained off the melatonin after the 
1 month discontinuation (after 7 month mark), their CSHQ 
scores remained lower than baseline but higher than their 6 
month score at their 12 month and 24 month evaluation [10]. 
Whereas, those who re-administered the melatonin after the 1 
month discontinuation, their CSHQ score remained practically 
the same as their 6 month score at their 12 month and 24 month 
evaluation [10]. Giannotti et al concluded that the use of low 
dose melatonin (3mg of controlled-release ±1mg of immediate-
release with a maximum of 4mg immediate-release for less 
than 4 year old and a maximum of 6mg immediate-release for 
4 year old and older) was safe and effective in autistic children 
for sleep disorders. Giannotti et al. also deduced that it might be 
wise to “periodically withdraw [melatonin] to better evaluate its 
continuing positive effects” [10], believing that the child, with 
the help of melatonin, might have formed a good enough sleep 

habit that the child no longer needs the help of the melatonin to 
maintain a good night’s sleep.

Malow et al. [15] an open label, dose-escalation study of 
melatonin use in children with autistic disorders that suffered 
from sleep onset delay, looked to find out the most effective and 
tolerable dose of melatonin that could be used to achieve an 
enough reduction in sleep onset delay. Forty-six children were 
enrolled but only twenty-four children, ages ranging from 3 
years old to 9 years old, completed the study. The twenty-two 
children who did not complete the study either did not follow 
requirements or did not meet inclusion criteria. One child did 
withdraw due to seizures, which were deemed not associated 
with melatonin use [15].

This study used a one-week baseline and a two-week 
acclimation phase before the initiation of melatonin [15]. 
This study is different from the others in the sense that liquid 
melatonin was used. The children were given 1mg (4mL) of 
melatonin 30 minutes before bedtime for three weeks. If the 
child achieved a satisfactory response (falling asleep within 30 
minutes of medication for 5 or more nights a week) [15], then 
the child remained on the 1mg dose until the end of the 14 week 
trial period. If there was not a satisfactory response after the 
first 3 weeks, then the child’s dose was increased to 3mg (12mL) 
for three weeks. If a satisfactory response was achieved at the 
3mg dose, then the child remained on the 3mg dose until the 
end of the 14 week trial period. If a satisfactory response was 
not achieved, then the dose was raised to 6mg (24mL) for three 
weeks. If the child still did not produce a satisfactory response, 
then the dose was increased to 9mg (36mL) and remained on 
until the end of the trial.

All twenty-four children gained a satisfactory response 
(falling asleep within 30 minutes of medication for 5 or more 
nights a week) with melatonin at some point during the trial 
[15]. No children reached the 9mg dose. Seven children reached 
a satisfactory response with the 1mg dose, fourteen children 
reached a satisfactory response with 3mg, and three children 
needed 6mg to reach a satisfactory response [15]. Improvement 
in sleep latency was seen within the first week of the effective 
dose (whether 1mg, 3mg, or 6mg) [15]. Most of the children had 
no adverse effects; however, one child experienced some mild 
diarrhea [15]. The results from the study showed that there 
was a statistically significant reduction in sleep latency with 
melatonin use (38.2mins baseline sleep latency to 22.5mins at 
14 weeks, p < 0.0001) [15]. Malow et al summarized that “most 
of the children responded favorably [sleep latency of 30 minutes 
or less on five or more nights during the week] to a 1mg or 3mg 
dose given 30 minutes before bedtime with an improvement in 
sleep latency” and that this improvement was “seen within the 
first week of dosing at the effective dose” [15].

 From the studies that have been carried out in children with 
autism that experience sleep disturbances, most of these studies 
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were very small in number and were short term. However, out 
of all the studies done, none of the candidates dropped out due 
to adverse events from melatonin. That is promising. Table 1 
highlights each study, showing the number of children in the 
study, their age range, the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the 
dose of melatonin used, and the results from each study.

Three [6,8,15] of the five studies used immediate-release 
melatonin, one [9] study used controlled-release melatonin only, 
and one [10] study used a combination of controlled-release 
and immediate-release melatonin. Three [8,10,15] of the five 
studies allowed for titration, if needed. Furthermore, one study 
reported that all the children continued the melatonin even after 
the conclusion of the trial due to the effectiveness of the results 
[6] (Table 1).

Discussion 
All these studies have very small population sizes ranging 

from 7 to 24 children, except for Cortesi et al. [9] with 134 
children. It is difficult to form a true generalization for the larger 
population of autistic children, but a pattern can be seen from 
the data that is available. However, in the future, larger studies 
would be highly recommended to provide the most accurate 
data on dosage efficacy.

From these studies, it seems best to start with a low dose 
(1mg or 3mg controlled-release) of melatonin and titrate up until 
desired effectiveness is achieved. Some children could be slow 
metabolizers and others could be fast metabolizers of melatonin 
[7]. If the child is a slow metabolizer, a lower dose of melatonin 
would be warranted; whereas, with a fast metabolizer, a higher 
dose might be warranted. Some common side effects known 
to melatonin (such as cramps, diarrhea, daytime drowsiness, 
reduced appetite) were noted in some of the studies [7,15]. 
None of the participants in these five studies dropped out due to 
adverse events from the melatonin doses given, the highest being 
10mg. Both oral capsules and liquid formulations of melatonin 
were seemingly effective. 

Conclusion
In conclusion, melatonin was seemingly safe and effective 

in helping autistic children with sleep disturbances by helping 
them go to sleep faster and stay asleep longer, thus giving them 
a better night’s rest. This in turn helps with their overall well-
being. As noted in the Cortesi et al. [9] study, melatonin, though 
effective by itself, should also be combined with consistent good 
sleep hygiene in order to see best results. 
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